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Abstract—A number of safety- and security-critical applications such as asset tracking, smart ecosystems, autonomous
vehicles and driver assistance functions, etc., are expected to
benefit from the position information available through 5G.
Driven by the aim to support such a wide-array of locationaware services and applications, the current release of 5G seeks
to explore ranging and positioning [1] as an integral part of
5G technology. In recent years, many attacks on positioning
and ranging systems have been demonstrated, and hence it is
important to build 5G systems that are resilient to distance and
location manipulation attacks. No existing proposal either by
3GPP or the research community addresses the challenges of
secure position estimation in 5G. In this paper, we develop VRange, the first secure ranging system that is fully compatible
with 5G standards and can be implemented directly on top
of existing 5G-NR transceivers. We design V-Range, a system
capable of executing secure ranging operations resilient to both
distance enlargement and reduction attacks. We experimentally
verify that V-Range achieves high precision, low-latency, and can
operate in both the sub-6GHz and mm-wave bands intended for
5G. Our results show that an attacker cannot reduce or increase
the distance by more than the imprecision of the system, without
being detected with high probability.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

5G is the next-generation cellular networking technology
designed to increase data speeds while realizing a flexible
wireless communication infrastructure. Besides low latency
and improved configure, 5G is expected to offer high-precision
indoor and outdoor positioning services. 3GPP, the standards
organization responsible for developing the 5G New Radio
(5G-NR) architecture, intends to leverage the 5G network
architecture and high bandwidth to enable state-of-the-art positioning techniques [2], [1]. The availability of larger bandwidth
in millimeter-wave frequencies makes 5G a perfect fit for
high-accuracy positioning. Several applications, including asset tracking, indoor navigation, autonomous navigation, supply
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Fig. 1.
Example scenario. Distance reduction can result in unexpected
emergency braking and evasive maneuvers. Distance enlargement can even
lead to a collision.

chains in the manufacturing industry, geofencing, logistics
management, personnel management, etc., are expected to
benefit from absolute and relative 5G positioning.
We note that for several applications that 5G-NR targets,
popular positioning systems such as LIDAR or GPS are either
unavailable or unreliable (e.g., LIDAR in bad weather or GPS
in an indoor setting). In scenarios like vehicle-to-everything
(V2X) communication (Fig 1), we expect 5G-NR positioning
to complement existing technologies e.g., applications will fuse
data from GPS, LIDAR, and 5G-NR to minimize position
uncertainty. It is worth pointing out that attacker can manipulate both LIDAR [3] and GPS [4], even when they are fused
together [5]. 5G’s precise distance measurements, when used
with the existing systems such as LIDAR, UWB, and GPS,
will increase every individual road user’s contextual awareness
and improve road safety as a whole [6], [7]. Additionally,
the computed location information is expected to augment
services running on top of the 5G infrastructure and target
applications (e.g., localization during emergency calls) within
5G’s architecture itself. 3GPP and other standardization bodies
are thus actively working with industry and academic partners
to define 5G positioning systems’ performance requirements.
Even though 3GPP has put forward a plan to introduce
positioning into 5G, the current release evaluates potential
solutions mainly from the perspective of performance [8],
[9]. Many use cases for 5G positioning reside in a security-

the downlink channel and any other (responding) device on
the uplink channel. This allows two devices to use the same
slot [19].

or safety-critical context. Incorrect position estimation would
lead to delay in providing emergency services, cause collision
between autonomous vehicles and drones (Fig 1), an attacker
could get access to private location and services, etc. Therefore, it is crucial to devise a positioning mechanism that is both
precise and secure, i.e., it must not be subverted by adversarial
interference.

Every slot consists of 14 OFDM symbols. However, 5GNR standard allows accommodating more symbols using slot
aggregation. The OFDM is a digital multi-carrier modulation
scheme that uses closely-spaced orthogonal subcarriers to
transmit data in parallel. The symbol length (Tsym ) depends
on the bandwidth of the subcarriers, and not on the total
bandwidth of the system. For example, an OFDM symbol in
5G-NR can have a minimum symbol length of 2.08 µs (at
subcarrier bandwidth of 480 kHz), irrespective of the total
bandwidth allocated to the system. Devices operating in sub6GHz frequency bands support subcarrier spacing of up to
60 kHz, and mm-wave devices support much higher subcarrier
bandwidth, up to 480 kHz.

Acquiring the correct position of a device depends on
correctly estimating distance with the nearby devices, i.e.,
User Equipment (UE) and base station in the context of 5GNR. In the radio-frequency-based ranging system, the device
exchanges wireless signals to estimate the physical distance
(ranging) between them. Distance estimation is vulnerable to
distance manipulation attacks, where an external attacker can
prove that these devices are closer or farther than their actual
distance [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], leading
to an incorrect position estimation [18]. Therefore, correct
ranging information is critical in building a secure positioning
system.

B. Positioning with 5G-NR
The positioning in cellular networks was enabled in the
mid-nineties when it was initially introduced to meet regulatory requirements of emergency call positioning. Over time,
the ranging techniques, as well as applications space, have
developed further. 3GPP proposed LTE Positioning Protocol
(LPP) to initiate positioning improvement in long-term evolution (LTE)-advanced system. The LTE supports Enhanced
Cell Identity (E-CID), Assisted GNSS (A-GNSS), Observed
Time Difference of Arrival (OTDOA), and hybrid localization
(A-GNSS + OTDOA ) for positioning [20]. OTDOA with Positioning Reference Signal (PRS) is currently used to achieve
higher accuracy, coverage, and interference avoidance. There
does not exist any evidence that any of these techniques are
secure; for example, A-GNSS can be manipulated by replay
attack [14], and OTDOA with PRS can be manipulated by
overshadowing attack (Section III).

In this work, we design the first secure ranging system
for 5G-NR radio architecture and demonstrate that our system
is secure against distance reduction and enlargement attacks.
We enumerate the challenges that need to be addressed to
enable secure positioning in 5G. Our solution can be integrated
into the 5G-NR radio architecture and does not affect or
deviate from existing standards and proposals. We build a
proof-of-concept for sub-6GHz and mm-wave modes of 5G
communication and evaluate their performance and security
guarantees. Furthermore, we identify a novel carrier-frequency
offset attack that is relevant for 5G-NR based systems and
show that our design is resilient to such an attack. Our V-Range
system uses shortened orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols in which energy is aggregated over a
short time period. A V-Range receiver can ensure that distance
estimation is correct by applying proper data and sample-level
integrity checks. The short effective symbol length and the
added signal and data integrity checks guarantees resilience
against all known distance reduction and enlargement attacks.
Our security analysis confirms that V-Range constitutes a
highly secure ranging system. The success probability of a
reduction attack is 10−7 and an enlargement attack is ≈ 10−5
for a 4-QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) scheme. The
probabilities are computed per ranging operation and consider
the cases where an attacker can modify the measurement by
more than the imprecision of the system, i.e., 3 m for sub6GHz and 60 cm for the mm-wave band. We also show that
V-Range can perform a (two-way) time of flight measurement
in 83 µs, enabling a high refresh rate and high temporal
resolution for high-density application scenarios.
II.

The 5G has currently adopted OTDOA with PRS. However,
3GPP is exploring the feasibility of different distance measurement techniques such as round trip time, time of arrival,
angle of arrival, and carrier-phase based techniques [1], [21]
and designing new signals to support the various ranging
techniques. These new techniques are particularly needed for
the wide application space targeted by 5G positioning systems,
including asset tracking, smart cities, smart transportation,
healthcare, UAVs, geofencing, personnel management, and
augmented reality. In the transportation sector, the ranging
systems are expected to support traffic management and collision prevention with several field tests already ongoing to
explore capabilities of 5G enabled V2X communication and
ranging [7]. In healthcare, the 5G positioning should help
locate people requesting emergency services, help navigate
within hospital buildings, and find medical equipment. These
use cases are security and safety-critical; an incorrect distance
estimate can lead to loss of money, assets, and human life.
Compared to earlier standards, 5G-NR’s flexible design, wider
bandwidth, mm-wave frequency bands, massive MIMO capabilities make it ideal for these scenarios by realizing high
precision, low-latency ranging systems [22]. In fact, standards
committee briefings and academic research indicate direct use
of OFDM symbols for wide-area positioning infrastructure [1],
[22], such as uplink sounding reference signal (UL-SRS) [23].
Therefore, it is necessary to understand attacks possible on
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A. 5G New Radio (5G-NR)
5G has a dynamic Time Division Duplex (TDD) frame
structure; slots can be assigned flexibly to uplink or downlink
channel. Every symbol in a slot can also be configured in a
variety of ways based on the application. For device-to-device
communication (e.g., vehicle-to-vehicle communication), or
in the absence of a base station, the device initiating the
communication within a slot is considered to transmit on
2

OFDM-based ranging systems and design alternatives that
provide secure and precise ranging in order to achieve secure
positioning systems.
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Broadly, there are two types of radio frequency-based
ranging systems. One set of ranging systems compute distances by measuring one or more physical properties (e.g.,
amplitude, phase, and frequency) [24], [25]. Although simple
to implement, these systems are more susceptible to channel
interference effects and require extensive error correction.
Alternatively, ranging systems can compute distance based on
measuring round-trip time of flight [26], time of arrival [27],
and time difference of arrival of the radio frequency signals.
The total time a signal traveled from one device to the other
is directly proportional to the distance, as radio waves are
assumed to propagate at the constant speed of light. Hence,
to measure distance, the receiver only has to determine the
point in time at which the signal arrived.
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Fig. 2. Distance reduction by early detect late commit attack on the longer
symbols.

and listen to the communication going on in the network, e.g.,
an attacker can have user equipment (UE) capabilities and
connect with the base station. The described attacker model
captures the capabilities of any man-in-the-middle (MITM)
attack in a wireless network and is commonly used to assess
the security of wireless protocols [32], [33]. In addition to the
above, we assume that the attacker has the ability to annihilate
(using a reciprocal) or overshadow legitimate signals. However, we assume that the adversary cannot physically tamper
the device nor compromise their firmware in any other way. We
further assume that the cryptographic primitives used are fully
secure, and an attacker cannot manipulate data transmitted
between them. In the following, we discuss the possibility of
manipulating the ToA estimation of the OFDM symbols. The
attack we present here applies to LTE, 5G, and other systems
that use OFDM symbols for ToA estimation.

Distance Manipulation Attacks: An external attacker can
manipulate distance measurement between benign devices,
even when an attacker does not control these benign devices
or data exchanged between them. An attacker can directly
manipulate signal properties or signal arrival time at the
receiver to manipulate distance estimation.
The system based on signal properties such as received signal strength and phase are vulnerable to relay attacks (amplify
and forward) [15], e.g., relay attack on keyless entry systems
in automobiles [28], [29]. Similarly, an attacker can shift the
frequency or delay the phase to cause distance modification
in systems that rely on frequency and phase estimations for
ranging. Alternatively, the ToF/ToA based ranging system
appears to be more secure against relay attacks [26]. However,
several demonstrations have indicated that the ToF ranging
systems, if not designed to meet certain physical- and datalayer requirements, are vulnerable to distance manipulation.
With the availability of cheap Software Defined Radios (SDR)
combined with open-source code, distance manipulation has
become far more accessible [30].

A. Distance Reduction by Early Detect Late Commit
There exist the possibility of advancing arrival time of
OFDM symbol by ED/LC attacks [11], [12]. In the early
detection phase, the adversary detects a symbol using the initial
part, i.e., within TED < Tsym . In the late-commit phase,
the adversary forges the symbol such that the small initial
part of the symbol is noncommittal, whereas the last part of
the symbol TLC is sufficient to generate correct data. This
way, the attacker can start sending a symbol before knowing
what data the symbol encapsulates and advance arrival time
of the symbol by time α. As an attacker needs to know the
initial part of the symbol, the maximum distance reduction is
bounded by the symbol length (i.e., α < Tsym ). According to
5G numerology, the minimum length of the OFDM symbol
is 2.08 µs and can result in a gain of more than 300 m
even if the adversary takes half of the symbol duration to
predict1 . Alternatively, the attacker can exploit the repetitive
nature of cyclic prefix and transmit a time-advanced copy
creating a signal that arrives earlier than the authentic signals
and reducing the measured ToF, thereby successfully executing
a distance reduction attack. Such attacks have already been
demonstrated [34] and can be considered as a form of late
commit attack. Therefore, it is essential to design symbols
resistant to ED/LC attack while conforming to the properties
and requirements set by the 5G numerology. We explore

Currently, UWB with two-way ToF measurement is the
only system that can thwart both reduction and enlargement
attack [16], [31]. However, there is no indication that 5G-NR
will implement or incorporate secure UWB ranging into its
standards. Since recent research and standard briefings indicate
the use of OFDM symbols in 5G-NR for ranging (positioning)
and ToF measurement is secure against relay attack, we discuss
the possibility of manipulating ToA of OFDM symbols in the
next section.
III.

ToA

ATTACKS ON OFDM- BASED R ANGING S YSTEMS

The adversary’s goal is to force two benign devices to
measure a false distance without physically displacing them.
We consider both distance enlargement and reduction attacks
as both of them have the potential to cause catastrophic
failures. We assume that the attacker can transmit, eavesdrop,
intercept, record, and replay arbitrarily strong radio frequency
signals. The attacker has all the information broadcasted in
plain text. The attacker also has the capabilities to synchronize
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ED/LC attacks later in Section V-A and provide a secure
receiver design in Section IV-B.
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Distance enlargement by manipulating frequency offset estimation.

[33]. Even though the carrier frequency fc can be precisely and
secretly communicated to the devices, due to the mismatch
in the transmitter and the receiver frequency oscillator, the
devices will experience carrier frequency offset (CFO) and
phase offsets [37]. The offset is typically corrected with the
help of reference signals, e.g., the preamble in ultra-wideband
high rate pulse mode (UWB-HRP) [38], training sequences
in the WiFi [39], and phase tracking reference signals and
synchronization signals in 5G [40], [41]. A receiver can estimate the CFO using the expected and received reference signal
and correct the offsets. The presence of offset results in intercarrier interference, signal attenuation, and phase rotation.
The incorrect offset estimation in conventional communication
systems leads to a high symbol error rate and potentially a
denial of service due to the imbalance in the in-phase and
quadrature components of the signal’s power distribution. In
a ranging system, an incorrect offset estimation results in a
time-shift of received signals affecting the measured distance
directly. Unfortunately, the use of fixed reference signals for
offset estimation also makes coherent receivers, including 5GNR, vulnerable to distance modification attacks. Instead of
correcting the offset, an attacker can use reference signals to
increase their offset. The reference signal is predictable; an
attacker can modify, annihilate, or delay it.

B. Distance Enlargement by Overshadowing Symbols
An adversary can enlarge the measured distance by performing a signal overshadow attack, as shown in prior
works [35], [36]. In a signal overshadow attack (Fig 3), the
attacker transmits a delayed copy (say with a time delay δ) of
the legitimate signal with a higher power to hide the legitimate
signal. Even though a small part of the legitimate signal arrives
at the receiver without delay, the high power of the delayed
attacker signal forces the receiver to discard the legitimate
signal as noise. Therefore, the receiver would use the stronger
attacker signal for ToA estimation. Furthermore, since the
attacker’s signal is a delayed copy of the legitimate signal,
it contains the correct data, thus leading to a successful attack.
The receiver uses samples collected during symbol duration
Tsym to perform data detection and ToA estimation. In such
a receiver design, the attack is successful if a higher power
attack signal arrives at the receiver after delay δ, such that
energy received in the duration δ is insignificant for ToA
estimation but enough to perform meaningful distance enlargement. We note that the attacker can cause significant distance
enlargement in 5G-NR systems with a delay δ  Tsym .
For example, if the 5G-NR system uses symbol length Tsym
of 16.67 µs (at subcarrier bandwidth of 60 kHz), and the
overshadowing signal arrives after a delay of δ = 0.1667µs
(one percent of symbol length). The energy detected at the
receiver during 0.1667µs is not sufficient to perform the
symbol detection or ToA estimation. Therefore, the receiver
uses the higher strength attack signal for the ToF measurement,
with δ = 0.1667µs, an attacker achieve distance enlargement
by ≈ 50 m. By increasing the value of δ, the attacker can
achieve several hundred meters of distance enlargement.

As shown in Fig 4, distance manipulation happens in two
steps. First, an attacker performs the overshadowing attack
on the reference signal, which are also OFDM symbols. The
attacker’s hardware oscillator error e0a is different from the
oscillator at the legitimate transmitter ea , and the attacker
signal also has a higher power. The attacker’s high power
signal affects the frequency offset (∆) estimation at the receiver – the new estimated offset (∆0 ) is incorrect to recover
legitimate transmission. In the second step, the attacker replays
the legitimate signal with a delay δ calculated based on the
oscillator error e0a . As the receiver is tuned to an incorrect
offset ∆0 , it locks on to the attacker’s replayed signal and
decodes the correct data but with a time offset, thereby
increasing the measured distance. The receiver discards the
legitimate signal as noise (strong multipath) as it does not
provide correct data even though it has finite energy. In Fig 4b,
the attack is shown using short symbols to emphasize that
short symbols are also vulnerable to the offset manipulation
attack. Until recently, only energy detector receivers are proven
secure against distance enlargement attacks [16], and issues

C. Distance Enlargement by Carrier Frequency Offset Attack
In this section, we introduce a novel attack called carrier
frequency offset attack. This attack can be viewed as a special
case of distance enlargement; an attacker takes advantage of
the predictable reference signals and coherent receiver design.
In a ToF ranging system, it is crucial that the transmitter and
the receiver tune to the same carrier frequency for secure and
precise ToF estimation. This assumption also holds for any
wireless system requiring integrity of the signal, see, e.g., [32],
4
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for building a secure 5G-NR ranging system. First, the information transmitted as part of a ranging operation needs to be
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To realize a secure ranging system, we also need a secure
verification process at the receiver. An attacker should not
succeed in compromising the ranging signal directly (e.g.,
ED/LC) or indirectly (e.g., predictable reference signals for
c
offset correction). mThe
receiver needs to implement integrity
checks at bothmthe
physical
and data levels to guarantee unmodr
ified delivery of time-critical messages. These checks need to
be carefully engineered, guaranteeing security against a variety
of communication channel conditions without raising a number
of false alarms [44], [31]. The designed system should ensure
to the maximum extent possible that the legitimate signal is not
discarded as noise since this leads to the enlargement attack
success [16]. In other words, we need integrity and sanity
checks that account for anomalies that can result from the
legitimate communication channel conditions while detecting
all known distance manipulation attacks.
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Fig. 6. Device A and B run a distance bounding protocol to acquire the
time-of-flight (ToF) and measure the distance.

occurring due to the minor carrier frequency mismatch were
not of importance. Any system that uses a coherent receiver,
including UWB, LTE, 5G, and WiFi, is vulnerable to distance
enlargement by this attack. In Section VI, we show that offset
mismatch of 10 kHz is sufficient to prevent data detection 2 .

A. System Overview
As shown in Fig 6, V-Range uses time-of-flight (ToF) i.e.,
a device A measures its distance to another device B based
on the time elapsed between transmitting a cryptographicallygenerated challenge signal and receiving a corresponding response from B. We assume that the logical-layer algorithms
and protocols (e.g., distance bounding protocols) used to
generate the challenges and responses are secure, i.e., an
adversary cannot manipulate distance measurement by simply
guessing the challenges or the responses. Distance bounding
protocols pre-share a secret in the initialization phase to
check the integrity of challenges and responses. Many 5G
use cases already require key exchange between devices, a
similar framework can be used to perform the initialization and
verification phase of the distance bounding protocol. For example, communication in vehicular networks must ensure privacy,
confidentiality, integrity, and nonrepudiation, irrespective of
ranging capabilities [45]. The 5G’s flexible slot length allows
the transmission of challenge and response of a flexible length.
We assume that the ranging devices negotiate the transmission
schedules and their slot assignment as part of the standard
medium access, i.e., the transmitter initiates transmission of
the ranging signal at a pre-negotiated time. The receiver needs
to initiate the signal reception a bit earlier than the prenegotiated time. This is needed to account for the reference
clock mismatch between the two devices. The devices agree
in advance which numerology and modulation are to be used
during the ranging operation.

D. Attacks on the PRS (OTDOA)
The LTE/5G’s OTDOA is designed to be a broadcast-based
service; the Positioning Reference Signal (PRS) is transmitted
in the downlink channel. User equipment measures the difference in the arrival time of PRS signal originating from multiple
base stations to determine its location. The ToA is estimated
by correlating the received signal with a locally generated
reference signal. Therefore, all information needed for the
local reference generation, such as physical-layer cell identity,
number of resource block allocated to PRS, subframe number,
and other optional fields, are available to each user [20].
Some of these parameters are communicated in advance by
LPP protocol, while others are contained within the subframe
containing PRS. The data contained in the LPP protocol or
in the subframe is intended for all UE requesting location
measurement. Therefore, an attacker can use a UE or open
platform like srsLTE to obtain this information and transmit the
PRS signal α duration earlier than legitimate PRS to perform
distance reduction, as shown in Fig 5. Similarly, an attacker
can send it after delay δ for distance enlargement. Mobile
phone providers have recently started implementing PRS [42],
and it is yet not supported by open-source implementations
such as srsLTE [43]. We analyze attacks on the PRS using
MATLAB LTE toolbox and software-defined radios USRPs in
Section VI-E.

Standard 5G symbols transmitted using OFDM are long
(i.e., few µ s) and, therefore, are vulnerable to distance reduc-

2 Transceivers operating at 4 GHz and a clock error of 10 ppm expect
carrier frequency offset up to ±80 kHz
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tion and enlargement attack. The V-Range transmitter compresses the effective OFDM symbol length by transmitting the
same data in all subcarriers; this is in contrast to conventional
OFDM, in which each of the subcarriers can carry different
data. The result is the aggregation of symbol energy over
a short time period (i.e., few ns), making it harder for an
attacker to perform ED/LC distance reduction attacks. The
short effective symbol length also results in increased ranging
resolution.

ts

Tsym

Fig. 8. The shortened OFDM symbols are generated by modulating all
subcarriers with the same data.

shown in Fig 8a. However, a secure ranging system does not
require high throughput; instead, its primary requirement is to
estimate distance precisely. In contrast to transmitting different
data on the subcarriers, V-Range modulates the same data on
all subcarriers. This results in a specially shaped symbol with a
length same as the original OFDM but with energy aggregated
over a much smaller part ts of the symbol, as shown in Fig 8b.

The ToA of these symbols is validated by physical layer
properties and data at the logical layer. Similar to LTE,
5G uses fixed reference signals to enable phase-tracking and
synchronization. An attacker can spoof these reference signals
and force out of turn transmissions and incorrect decoding of
data at the receiver resulting in false distance measurements.
In contrast, V-Range does not use reference signals for the
clock offset estimation, and its receiver relies on a custom
algorithm for data detection. An attacker can cause distance
enlargement attacks by relaying a delayed version of the
challenges and responses. Moreover, an attacker can perform
signal annihilation to prevent legitimate signal detection at a
smart receiver. In V-Range, we implement a signal integrity
checker algorithm based on inspecting the energy variance of
the received symbols and show that V-Range is capable of
detecting such an attempt at distance enlargement attack.

In OFDM, the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) is
applied to subcarriers to generate the time-domain signal.
The subcarriers’ amplitude is scaled depending on the data
modulated on them and then added together. If subcarriers
carry different data bits, the signal’s energy is distributed over
N̂ time samples transmitted over Tsym duration. When the
subcarriers are modulated with the same data (i.e., subcarriers
have the same energy), all samples except one cancel each
other. The symbol’s length (Tsym ) is unmodified, and the
symbol has N̂ samples. However, the energy is aggregated
over a duration ts where ts << Tsym . At the receiver,
the samples collected within this ts part of the symbol are
sufficient to decode the data. The remaining part of the
symbol at the receiver only contains noise as no signal energy
was present during transmission. Below, we formally describe
these specialized OFDM symbols. Each OFDM symbol can
be described as a complex-valued function s(t) in the time
domain. s(t)’s real and imaginary parts (I/Q data) represent
in-phase and quadrature components. An OFDM symbol is
then expressed as the aggregation of the contributions of all
N̂ subcarriers:

In V-Range, communicating devices perform an initialization phase and pre-share data for secure ranging. The
constructed message is converted into a physical layer code
using shortened OFDM symbols. These symbols have length
Tsym within which energy is aggregated over a much smaller
part ts of the symbol. The receiver verifies the ToA of the
signal by using granular samples of length ts , and performs
the following integrity checks. The signal is considered a
legitimate message for ToA estimation if the average power
of these samples is more than the noise threshold (TN oise )
and less than threshold (Tmax ). The threshold Tmax is used to
detect the possibility of the receiver’s saturation; if an attacker
overloads the receiver with too much power (e.g., jamming
signal), then the data cannot be recovered. Each receiver can
select Tmax based on its maximum acceptable power (i.e.,
dynamic range). The signal is used for ranging only after signal
integrity (i.e., power distribution) and data integrity validation.

s(t) =

N̂
−1
X

Xk · ej2πkt/T ,

where t ∈ [−Tg , Tsym )

k=0

and Xk is the constellation point encoded on subcarrier
ej2πkt/T . In fact, this is just the IFFT on the complex data
elements Xk evaluated over the length of the symbol and the
guard interval Tg [46]. If all the data elements are equal, i.e.,
Xk ≡ X ∈ C, we simplify this formula to:
s(t) = X ·

B. System Design

N̂
−1
X
k=0

Generating short 5G symbols: OFDM achieves high throughput by modulating different data bits over subcarriers, resulting
in the energy distribution over the symbol of length Tsym , as

ej2πkt/Tsym = X ·

N̂
−1 
X

ej2πt/Tsym

k

k=0

If t = p · Tsym for any integer p ∈ Z, then ej2πt/Tsym = 1 and
thus s(t) = X · N̂ . Since t ∈ [−Tg , Tsym ) and Tg < Tsym , this
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ts
Rx

mean(Sk) ≤ TNoise

T + k + Tsym

T+k

ToA Estimation: The estimation of a symbol’s time-of-arrival
is key to a precise distance measurement. Assuming that a
ranging symbol is transmitted at time T , it arrives at the
receiver at time T+ToF, where ToF depends on the signal’s
propagation time between the devices. Recall that unlike
standard OFDM, where energy is distributed over the entire
symbol duration Tsym , V-Range OFDM symbol’s energy is
concentrated over a much smaller duration. Therefore, the
receiver estimates arrival time by using fine-grained samples
of duration ts . The receiver starts the search at an offset of
k samples and continues until it finds the legitimate symbol
(or attack traces). As the transmitter sends more than one but
n consecutive ranging symbols, the receiver can use all these
symbols for ToA estimation and validation. The samples that
fall on to the n symbols at offset k are represented as the set
Sk and are collected at times T + k + i · Tsym .

T + k + 2 ⋅ Tsym

mean(Sk) ≥ Tmax

ToA Estimation

Tmax > mean(Sk) > TNoise

variance > VNoise

Signal Integrity

SER ≥ SERNoise

variance ≤ VNoise

SERNoise > SER > SERSignal

Data Integrity

SER ≤ SERSignal
Noise

(continue to k + 1)

Correct

Attack
Discard Signal as attack

(ToA = T+k)

By using these samples, the receiver needs to differentiate between legitimate signal, adversarial signal, multi-path
components, and noise. The receiver starts by checking the
samples’ average power. If power < TN oise , the samples are
discarded as noise and receiver continue the search at offset
k = k + 1. If it is > Tmax , then the signal is discarded as an
attack, and a new ranging operation is initiated. If average
power is between thresholds, the offset k is considered as
a probable leading edge, and the receiver performs integrity
checks for ToA validation.

Fig. 9. The signal received at the estimated ToA is verified using signal and
data integrity checks. The mean power, variance, and symbol error threshold
differentiate between noise, legitimate, and attack signals.

condition is only satisfied when p = 0. In case ej2πt/Tsym 6= 1,
the geometric series can be rewritten as:
N̂

s(t) = X ·

=X·

N̂

N̂

1 − eρN̂
e−ρ 2 − eρ 2 eρ 2 2j
· ρ1 ·
= −ρ 1
1
ρ
1−e
e 2 − eρ 2
e 2 2j
sin(π N̂ t/Tsym ) jπ(N̂ −1)t/Tsym
·e
sin(πt/Tsym )

Signal Integrity Checker The validity of the physical layer is
crucial for secure distance measurement. The signal integrity
is checked using the signal’s statistical properties (e.g., total
power or variance [16], [44]). For the QAM modulated signal,
power thresholds are useful for ToA estimation, but variancebased checks are required for ToA verification. The power
thresholds are not sufficient to differentiate between legitimate
and attack signals, as a receiver cannot predict the channel’s
path loss with certainty. Variance, on the other hand, depends
on the receiver’s noise profile, i.e., VN oise , and increased
variance can indicate the presence of interference or attack
signal.

(1)

where we set ρ = j2πt/Tsym . This is known as a (frequencyshifted) Dirichlet kernel or periodic sinc function [47].
The signal’s maximum amplitude is s(0) = X · N̂ , which
is only attained at t = 0 where s(t) forms a single narrow
T
) = 0 for any
peak. Moreover, s(t) has the zeroes s( p · sym
N̂
p ∈ Z6=0 . The main “lobe” of the symbol’s theoretical width
T
is, therefore, ts = 2 sym
, i.e., the width scales linearly with
N̂
the symbol length and is inversely proportional to the number
of subcarriers. Fig 8b) shows how s(t) is composed of the
different subcarriers. It is apparent that the energy is focused
on a single narrow peak. Fig 23 in Appendix depicts oversampled symbols s(t) from an actual transmission for different
subcarrier bandwidths.

In the absence of an attacker, power distortion can happen
due to two reasons: i) inter-symbol interference, and ii) dynamic environment/channel conditions. Inter-symbol interference is the result of the multipath components interfering with
subsequent symbols. The V-Range OFDM symbols prevent
inter-symbol interference as maximum delay spread is less
than Tsym − ts ; the total time interval during which various
multipath components with significant energy arrive at the
receiver can only reach up to a few hundred ns [48], while the
samples with the transmission energy are spaced in the order
of µ s. The signal distortion can also occur due to the changing
channel condition in the dynamic environment; the signal
reflects from nearby objects and buildings, moving vehicles,
etc.. In V-Range, all ranging symbols are transmitted within
the channel’s coherence time, i.e., the channel conditions
remain relatively constant for the entire duration of the ranging
slot. For example, two energy samples transmitted at time
T and T + Tsym , will experience the same channel, i.e.,
traveled same distance, reflected by the same objects etc.,
and therefore should experience same power level distortions.
Symbols received after the channel coherence time cannot be
guaranteed to exhibit similar properties.

The number of unique symbols with such a structure
depends on X. Any digital modulation can be used to encode
data in X, independent of the number of subcarriers. We
explore the choice of modulation scheme in Section VI to find
a performant and secure configuration. We do not need highorder modulation for ranging, as these symbols are intended
to be used as reference symbols for ranging. We also point out
that physical channel features (e.g., pilot subcarriers and the
cyclic prefix required for channel estimation), normally a part
of OFDM symbols, are not available in our modified symbols.
These symbols’ advantage is that they exhibit single carrier
symbols’ properties even though they are valid multi-carrier
OFDM symbols. Due to single carrier properties, there is no
inter-carrier interference or subcarrier phase rotation, allowing
for a simple receiver design that supports secure ranging.
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the channel is underutilized when using narrow subcarrier
bandwidth. Like any ToF/ToA based ranging technique (e.g.,
PRS), V-Range also needs to announce its presence using an
upper-layer protocol, and ToF/ToA estimation from multiple
stations is needed for the position estimation [18]. The repetition frequency of the V-Range messages and the choice of the
distance bounding protocol (e.g., one-to-one, group) depends
on the use cases 5G-NR supports.

The signal integrity check exploits the above property to
verify signal integrity. The signal transmitted with the same
power, if experience the same channel conditions, should have
the same received power. Although they can have residual
variance up to VN oise due to the receiver’s noise, the receiver
can check the power profile of the signal against a series of
expected symbols (in our case, it will be the expected challenge/response). If data is not known at the receiver in advance,
it can cluster the samples according to their power levels before
checking the variance (e.g., by using the algorithm presented in
the appendix IX-B)). The receiver computes the variance over
the samples transmitted with the same power level, and if it
exceeds VN oise , the entire signal is discarded as an instance
of attack. If the variance is lower than VN oise for all expected
power levels, the signal is passed on to the data integrity
checker.

V.

S ECURITY A NALYSIS

The V-Range system can be considered as a class of
Message Time of Arrival Code (MTAC) [44]—these codes
allow the verification of the time of arrival and consist of
a tuple of probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms for (1)
key-generation, (2) code-generation, and (3) verification. We
assume that challenge and response messages are generated
using distance bounding protocols, and we focus on the codegeneration and verification algorithms. In the code-generation
process, the transmitter converts keying material into shortened
OFDM symbols. The shortened symbols are comparable to a
sequence of single-pulse bits, a known MTAC [44], since the
energy of the symbol is aggregated in one sample of duration
ts (≈ few ns). The verification function is the combination of
signal and data integrity checks; the signal is used for ToA
if the mean power of the received signal is above TN oise ,
its variance is less than VN oise and symbol error is below
SERSignal . The signal is otherwise discarded as noise or an
attack.

Data Integrity Checker After verifying the ranging symbols’
physical-layer integrity, the V-Range receiver checks the received data’s correctness by checking the symbol errors, i.e.,
the difference between the received symbols and expected
symbols. The symbol error rate SER depends on the channel
conditions (i.e., SNR) and hardware clock inaccuracies (i.e.,
carrier frequency offset). Some modulation schemes withstand
diverse channel conditions and higher clock inaccuracies than
others. The channel conditions cannot be accurately predicted
in advance, and the device can only determine the worst channel condition (i.e., minimum SNR) under which a modulation
scheme can operate.

We assume that the attacker is aware of the code-generation
and verification functions, and the values that the receiver
uses for the different decision parameters, i.e., TN oise , VN oise ,
SERN oise , and SERSignal . However, as mentioned before,
we assume that challenge and response messages (i.e., MTAC’s
key-generation algorithm) are cryptographically secure, we
assume that the attacker cannot predict the data transmitted
using shortened OFDM symbols. Due to the attacker’s physical
constraints and laws of physics (e.g., attacker hardware delay,
attacker location, and being able to transmit signals faster
than the speed of light), we assume that the attacker cannot
prevent the legitimate ranging signals from arriving at the
receiver or send it faster. The attacker has access to the samples
already emitted by the legitimate transmitter and can precisely
align its attack signal with the legitimate transmission. Strictly
speaking, when the legitimate transmitter is transmitting the
tth sample, the attacker has access to all t − 1 legitimate
samples, where each sample’s duration is a few nanoseconds,
i.e., ts ≈ 2.5 ns and ts ≈ 10 ns for a system bandwidth of
400 M Hz and 100 M Hz respectively.

As discussed in Section III, secure ranging applications
cannot use reference signals to correct CFO. The CFO results
in in-phase and quadrature-component imbalance, which can
make data recovery infeasible. The V-Range OFDM symbols
modulate the same data on all subcarriers; therefore, symbols
can be demodulated as single-carrier symbols without considering the rotation of each sub-carrier individually. The VRange receiver can make use of simpler approaches to estimate
frequency and phase offset. For example, the receiver can
exhaustively search for these variables to recover the correct
data. The exhaustive search can be avoided using optimal techniques, e.g., search for the frequency offset can be avoided if
the first and last symbol has a relative rotation within a certain
threshold (Appendix IX-C). The allowed symbol error rate is
both a performance and a security parameter. V-Range allows
symbol errors up to SERSignal to perform under diverse
channel conditions with hardware of different capabilities. The
signal with symbol error more than SERN oise is considered
noise. However, the system can be considered secure only if
it is infeasible for an attacker to achieve an error of less than
SERSignal or force legitimate signal to have error more than
SERN oise without increasing its variance.

A. Distance Reduction Attack

Resource Allocation: V-Range requires consecutive subcarriers for the short-symbol generation, and these symbols
should be transmitted within the channel coherence time. The
wider bandwidth and wider sub-carrier bandwidth allocation
are favorable to the V-Range design. The wide bandwidth
provides better security and accuracy guarantees. 3GPP is
discussing to provide wider sub-carrier bandwidth, which
would reduce the symbol duration Tsym , allowing transmission
of more V-Range symbols during the same time. We only need
symbol length Tsym slightly higher than the delay spread;

In ToA based ranging systems, if the data is unpredictable,
the attacker needs to create an illusion of an earlier arrival
time by manipulating the symbol structure, i.e., execute an
ED/LC attack. The information leaked by the samples already
transmitted by the legitimate transmitter is instrumental in such
attack strategies. In the following, we show that FFT-based
receivers commonly used to reconstruct the data modulated
on the subcarriers of OFDM symbols do not provide secure
ranging, even when used with our shortened OFDM symbols.
We then analyze the security guarantees of V-Range and
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A′′ = 2

highlight the importance of using a combination of secure code
generation and verification algorithms.
Early detect Late commit: 5G uses long OFDM symbols
(order of µs) to transmit data, and it is therefore vulnerable
to ED/LC attacks (Section III). The attacker manipulates the
receiver in measuring an earlier arrival time by producing
correct data on the samples arriving earlier than the legitimate
samples. To reconstruct the data transmitted on the sub-carriers
(Xk ), an FFT-based receiver uses all N̂ samples, i.e., s(t) at
0 ≤ t < N̂ − 1.
Xk =

N̂
−1
X

s(t) · e−j2πkt/N̂ ,

A′′ = 2.8

a)
Annihilation
(1,1)

A = 1.4

(-1,1)

(-1,-1)

A = 1.4

where k = 0, ..., N̂ − 1

A

(1,1)

ϕ

A = 1.4

(1,-1)

A = 1.4

(-10,10)

A′′ = 0

A′′ = 2

A′′ = 14.2
A′′ = 14.6
(10,10)

A′′ = 14.2
A′′ = 12.7

Overshadow
(10,10)

t=0

b)

Let us assume we use an FFT-based receiver design with
the shortened OFDM symbols i.e., concentrate energy within
a short duration ts  Tsym by emitting only one sample with
amplitude greater than zero for every symbol, as described in
Section IV-B. In that case, the attacker will learn about the
symbol structure and the data encoded in the symbol after
receiving the very first sample of the symbol, i.e., s(0). In
order to achieve a distance reduction of α samples duration,
the attacker can commit the next N̂ − α samples such that
when the receiver uses samples α ≤ t < N̂ − α to perform
demodulation, it results in the correct data. We show a simple
strategy to generate a late commit signal in Appendix IX-A,
and present the result for the bit error rate it achieves for
different modulations and FFT sizes.

(-10,-10)

(10,-10)

Fig. 10.
I/Q constellation in the absence and presence of the attack
(annihilation and overshadowing) signal.

annihilation or signal overshadowing where the legitimate
signal is drowned by the attacker’s transmission. If the attacker
chooses to emit a structured signal, it can modify phase and
amplitude as well as transmit at different carrier frequency
offset(s). The attacker succeeds in distance enlargement if the
manipulated signal satisfies one of the following constraints
imposed by the V-Range design: (i) the mean power of the
received signal is less than TN oise , or (ii) it has a higher
bit/symbol error rate without increasing the variance (i.e.,
symbol error should be more than SERN oise and variance
less than VN oise ). The following analysis confirms that even a
strong attacker capable of determining the expected power of
the received signal cannot steer the mean and variance below
the expected values (TN oise and VN oise ).

On the other hand, the V-Range receiver treats each sample
independently—the receiver is only interested in sample s(0)
and does not combine the samples collected at t > 0 for the
symbol detection. In order to advance arrival time by α sample
duration, attacker needs to early commit the sample s0 (−α) at
t = −α before the transmission of the legitimate sample s(0)
at t = 0. As there is no information leakage about s(0) from
samples collected at t ≤ −α−1, the attack success depends on
successful guessing. V-Range performs ToA estimation using
n symbols, therefore, the attacker needs to generate the set
S0 (−α) = {s0i (−α)|1 ≤ i ≤ n} where symbol error is
below dn · SERSignal e. The probability of generating such a

Pdn·SER
e
sequence is given by the expression k=0 Signal nk (1 −
1/M )k (1/M )n−k , where 1/M is the probability of correctly
guessing a symbol. For example, if choosing 4-QAM as the
modulation and setting SERSignal = 0.2 and n = 20, the
probability of attack success is 10−7 .

As defined in Section IV-B, s(0) is an I/Q sample, the
modulation schemes use a set of in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) inputs to modulate the data. For example, the 4QAM shown in Fig 10 have four different configuration for
(I, Q) values, i.e., IQ4 = {(I, Q)|I = ±1, Q = ±1}. All
4-QAM modulatedpsymbols are transmitted with the same
I 2 + Q2 ) and differ only in the phase
amplitude (A =
(φ = tan−1 (Q/I)). High order modulation such as 16-QAM
and 64-QAM encode data using different phase as well as
different amplitude. In order to perform sample manipulation,
an attacker can inject signal s0 (0) with in-phase I 0 and
quadrature Q0 , where amplitude is A0 and phase is φ0 . If
both legitimate and attack signal arrive at the receiver at the
same time, the resulting in-phase value is I 00 = I + I 0 and
00
0
quadrature
p value is Q = j(Q + Q ), i.e.,00 both amplitude
00
A = (I + I 0 )2 + (Q + Q0 )2 and phase φ = tan−1 ((Q +
Q0 )/(I + I 0 )) of the received signal are affected by the signal
injected by the attacker.

B. Distance Enlargement Attack
The algorithms that constitute an MTAC [44] should detect
the first instance/path of the legitimate signal (i.e., S(0)), even
if an exact copy containing correct data is replayed with delay
δ (i.e., S0 (δ)) by an attacker. V-Range meets this requirement
by ensuring that the receiver detects the legitimate signal
and rejects a (replayed) attack signal. Note that the attacker
cannot block the legitimate signal or prevent its detection at
the receiver by generating a perfectly reciprocal signal; the
duration of these samples (≈ few ns) is too short to detect,
process, and generate a reciprocal signal. Therefore, an attacker
needs to manipulate the legitimate samples by injecting noise
or a structured signal in an attempt to either achieve (partial)

Reducing received power: The optimal approach to prevent
detection of the received signal is signal annihilation, i.e., by
reducing mean power below TN oise . The attacker can choose
an arbitrary value for I 0 and Q0 , however, perfect cancellation
is only possible when I 0 = −I and Q0 = −Q, i.e., A = A0 and
φ0 = φ + π. If the I 0 and Q0 values are chosen from the same
set of legitimate transmission used for the modulation (IQ), the
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1

0.6
0.4
0.2

noise power spectral density and the system’s bandwidth. For
example, if the receiver sets VN oise = 0.5, the probability of
achieving variance below VN oise is 3 · 10−04 , assuming that
the received signal is only a combination of legitimate and
attack signal selected from IQ4 , and probability is obtained
using equation 2.
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Fig. 11.
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Variance

Overshadowing legitimate signal: An attacker has to perform
an overshadow attack by transmitting a high power signal with
a delay δ = Tsym ∗ k, such that the attack signal overlaps the
legitimate signal. Otherwise, the receiver will find traces of
the legitimate signal and use it for the ToA estimation. The
attack signal is an amplified version of the legitimate signal,
i.e., s0i+k (0) = A · si (0), where A is the amplification factor.
Therefore, received signal is the combination of the expected
and an amplified signal, i.e., s00i+k (0) = A · si (0) + si+k (0)).
This is a special case to increase the SER of the legitimate
signal, by hiding it under the high power attack signal. In
most cases, the receiver decodes correct data as the attack
signal is simply the delayed and amplified version of the
legitimate signal. However, the overlapping of the delayed high
power attacker signal over the legitimate signal changes the
physical layer properties; the legitimate signals behave as high
variance noise interference to the attacker’s signal. As shown
in Fig 10b, the amplitude of the received signal varies due
to the phase difference between legitimate and attack signal.
The distribution of the variance in Fig 11b shows that the
overshadow signal has high variance.

Mean (a) and Variance (b) of the 4-QAM modulated signal after

probability of successful cancellation increases to 1/M (i.e.,
M = |IQ|, M = 4 for 4-QAM.). As shown by an example
in Fig 10 for a 4-QAM signal, if the legitimate signal has
amplitude A = 1.4, the received signal, after the cancellation
attempt, has amplitude A00 = {0, 2, 2.8}, with probabilities
p1 = P r(A00 = 0) = 0.25, p2 = P r(A00 = 2) = 0.5 and p3 =
P r(A00 = 2.8) = 0.25. As we know that each amplitude A00k
occurs with probability pk , the probability of the occurrence
of a S 00 (0), when each amplitude A00k occurs exactly xk times
is given by the multinomial distribution
00

|A |
X
n!
x|A00 |
x1
Pr =
p1 · ... ·p|A00 | where
xk = n (2)
x1 ! · ... · x|A00 | !
k=1

This equation provides the probability of each configuration of
amplitudes, therefore, the occurrence of different mean power,
as shown in Fig 11a for n=20 4-QAM symbols. The probability
of reducing received power below the expected power (≈ 2) is
3.3 · 10−4 ; in all other scenarios, the presence of attack signal
increases received power instead of reducing it. The probability
of achieving signal cancellation for all 20 symbols is 9·10−13 ,
i.e., when A00k = 0, xk = n in equation 2

Carrier Frequency Offset Attack: In a traditional OFDMbased system, such as the proposed 5G numerology, an attacker can spoof the reference signals and force out of turn
transmissions and incorrect decoding of data at the receiver
resulting in false distance measurements (see Section III-C).
The V-Range design does not use reference signals for offset
estimation, V-Range relies on shortened OFDM symbols, and
applies integrity checks; these choices collectively make the
V-Range system secure. The V-Range receiver uses short
5G symbols for CFO estimation as well as data detection;
therefore, an attacker has to manipulate these symbols directly.
An attacker can generate signals with different frequency and
phase offset to mount an attack, such that the resulting signal,
the combination of legitimate and attack signal, arrives at the
receiver with different phases, and the receiver cannot recover
data from this distorted signal. However, by crafting an attack
signal with varying phase and frequency, the attack adds high
variance to the combined signal, making it detectable at the
V-Range receiver.

Increasing SER without increasing variance: The V-Range
receiver discards any signal as noise if the SER is higher
than SERN oise and the variance of the samples transmitted
with the same power is below VN oise . This condition can be
satisfied if the attacker steers the signal’s phase while keeping
the amplitude in check, i.e., the receiver will recover incorrect
data due to the incorrect phase estimation. As the attacker
cannot manipulate the signal on the fly due to short sample
duration (≈ few ns), the attacker needs to inject the signal impacting both amplitude and phase simultaneously. Therefore,
an attacker cannot change the phase without manipulating the
amplitude of the received signal. As shown by the example
in Fig 10a, the amplitude of the legitimate and the attack
signals is 1.4 if legitimate and attack signal is chosen from
IQ4 , the resulting amplitude A00 = {0, 2, 2.8} due to difference
in the phase. Fig 11b shows the distribution of the variance
for this A00 for 20 symbols using equation 2. The probability
of achieving VN oise = 0, as required in the absence of the
noise, is 9.5 · 10−7 . On choosing a high variance signal, where
an attacker varies both amplitude and phase, the variance
is only bound to increase with the higher probability. For
example, when the legitimate signal is 4-QAM modulated, and
an attacker injects 16-QAM modulated signal, the probability
of achieving VN oise = 0 reduces to 2.7 · 10−12 . The samples
in the set S(0) are not affected by multipath components, but
they experience an AWGN3 channel. Therefore, the receiver
needs to set the value of VN oise based on the expected
3 Additive

The V-Range design prevents all possible distance enlargement attacks as an attacker needs to generate a signal that
overlaps with the legitimate signal. The combination of the
legitimate and attack signal induces a detectable change in
the physical layer properties of the received signal, i.e., the
analysis above highlights that the presence of attack signal
increases the mean power and variance. This analysis shows
that the V-Range detects the attempt of manipulating the first
path/instance of the legitimate signal with high probability.
Therefore, V-Rage is the first construct that provides a secure
MTAC against both distance reduction and enlargement attack.
We further examine the performance and security guarantees
of the V-Range using experimental setups.
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Fig 12 shows the transmit and receive stage that shares the
same local oscillator (LO) chain for signal down- and upconversion to fc = 24.5 GHz. The LO chain is shared to
reduce the cost and size of the setup. For the mm-wave band,
we again chose the maximally possible sub-carrier spacing
of 480 kHz (Tsym = 2.08 µs ) and N̂ = 256 (i.e.,
ts ≈ 2ns). The signal is transmitted and received by two
identical horn antennas. We use a vector signal generator for
the signal generation and an oscilloscope for the recording
of the 400 MHz signal. The received signal is processed in
MATLAB, similar to the Sub-6GHz setup.
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Fig. 12.
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Fig. 13. Accuracy of the distance measurement depends on the sample
duration ts
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Sub-GHz and mm-wave setup.

VI.

I MPLEMENTATION AND E VALUATION

5G features a unified frame structure that supports many
different physical layer configurations. The hardware designs
of 5G need to be extremely flexible and are expected to
use direct RF sampling techniques [49], similar to softwaredefined radios (SDRs) where the receive and transmit stage can
be controlled at the sample level through a digital interface.
Consequently, we emulate the 5G-NR physical-layer configurations with the help of SDRs for bandwidths up to 100 MHz.
For higher bandwidths, we use a vector signal generator [50]
since most existing SDRs currently do not support such high
frequencies and bandwidths. Our results are based on two
different implementations, a sub-6GHz setup and a mm-wave
setup, the two frequency ranges 5G operates over. For both
frequency bands, we use the maximum allowed subcarrier
bandwidth (i.e., shortest Tsym ), as longer Tsym only increase
latency. We analyze the performance and security of the sub6GHz and mm-wave band experimental setups.

All experiments using these setups were performed in a
basement to prevent signal leakage, limiting the communication range (upto 15m) and the channel conditions between
devices. We believe that the ranging distance of up to 15 m
is sufficient for many applications targeted by 5G, including
geofencing, augmented reality, logistic and personnel management, V2V ranging. In order to validate V-Range performance
and security in the varied conditions at the different SNR and
channel conditions, we use simulation (Subsection-D).
In the security analysis, we will show that distance reduction and enlargement attacks are challenging to carry out
against V-Range. We give advantage to the attacker by precisely aligning the attacker’s signal with the legitimate signal.
Therefore, when simulating an attack, we use two daughterboards of the same USRP to achieve fully synchronized
transmission based on the same hardware clock (Fig. 12).
Antennas are placed such that the travel time of the attack
and legitimate signal differ at max by 1 ns. Since this setup
is used only for manipulating ToA estimation, the shorter
distance between devices does not limit attacker capabilities.
An attacker can choose the time duration to advance or delay
the signal’s arrival time. For the overshadowing attack, the
attack signal is sent after a delay δ = Tsym and it is 20 dB
stronger than the legitimate signal.

Sub-6GHz setup: We use two USRP-X310 SDRs [51] as
shown in Fig 12. Our setup is similar to other experimental studies on 5G [52]. Sub-carrier bandwidth is 60 kHz
(Tsym = 16.67µs) and the total number of samples per
symbol N̂ = 2048. With a 60 kHz sub-carrier bandwidth,
the narrow peak of the resulting symbol is only ts ≈ 10ns
long. The baseband signal is generated using MATLAB and
then up-converted to the center frequency fc = 3.4 GHz by
the internal mixer of the USRP before signal transmission.
Both devices are using their internal clocks, which have an
error of ±2.5 ppm. The receiver operates at the same center
frequency fc and down-converts the signal without using any
offset correction. The received signal is analyzed in MATLAB,
which we rely on to implement the signal and data integrity
checks.

A. Parameters and Metrics
V-Range’s performance depends largely on three parameters: (1) maximum expected noise variance VN oise , (2) receiver
signal’s maximum allowable symbol error rate SERSignal ,
and (3) maximum expected symbol error of noise SERN oise .
The threshold VN oise is channel-independent and can be preestimated from the receiver’s noise profile (e.g., 4.5 · 10−7 in
our sub-6GHz setup). SERN oise and SERSignal are channel

mm-wave setup: We build a dedicated setup to test the performance of V-Range in the millimeter frequency bands [53].
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TABLE I.
FALSE POSITIVES : VARIANCE ESTIMATE IS IMPRECISE
WHEN USING HIGH ORDER MODULATION WITH A SMALL SAMPLE SIZE .
n = 100

4

6

8

4

6

8

4-QAM
16-QAM
64-QAM

0
0.004
0.008

0
0.034
0.258

0
0.054
0.371

0
0
0

0
0
0.001

0
0
0.082

mm-wave

20
64-QAM
16-QAM
4-QAM

15

# Symbol errors

n = 20
SNR [dB]

sub-6GHz

20

10

10

5

5

0

64-QAM
16-QAM
4-QAM

15

0
4

6

8

4

SNR (dB)

dependent. For example, a low SERSignal increases false
positives in noisy environments and high SERSignal allows an
attacker to make more incorrect guesses when brute-forcing a
challenge and response message. Similarly, SERN oise should
be chosen to prevent V-Range classifying noisy environments
without any legitimate ranging signal as an attack (high false
positives). Furthermore, SERN oise depends on the modulation
scheme, i.e., low SERN oise for higher-order modulation (64QAM). We evaluate V-Range’s performance and security for
various values of the above parameters and present our results
below. In our experiments, we set the number of symbols
n = 20 (if not mentioned otherwise), as it keeps the chances
of successful brute-force guessing low for all modulation
schemes in evaluation. Furthermore, we evaluate V-Range
design’s performance under different SNR conditions. We vary
the transmit power and distance between devices to emulate
different SNR conditions.

6

8

SNR (dB)

Fig. 14. Symbol error rate of the modulation schemes depends on the channel
condition (i.e., SNR).
TABLE II.

P ERFORMANCE OF V-R ANGE AT SN R = 8 dB.

(SERSignal , SERN oise )

Noise

Legitimate

Attack

4-QAM ( 0.1, 0.5 )
16-QAM ( 0.3, 0.7 )
64-QAM ( 0.5, 0.8 )

0
0
0.0002

1
0.913
0.605

0
0.086
0.394

Effect of SERN oise and SERSignal : We evaluate V-Range’s
performance under various SNR conditions. Fig 14 shows the
symbol errors over 100,000 challenge messages. The results
are similar for the sub-6GHz and mm-wave setups. 4-QAM
performs well even under low SNR conditions, and therefore
SERSignal can be set to zero. However, higher-order modulation schemes such as 16-QAM and 64-QAM incur symbols
errors in low-SNR conditions.

B. Performance Evaluation

For the V-Range performance presented in Table II, we
choose SERSignal to be about 10% higher than the expected symbol error rate. Even after allowing a high value
of SERSignal and SERN oise , the 64-QAM signal has a high
probability of being detected as attack or noise. Thus, 64-QAM
is not preferred when operating in low SNR conditions.

We evaluate the performance of V-Range in terms of
precision, latency, and the probability of false alarms in a
benign setting.
Precision and latency: Fig 13 shows the measurement error for
the sub-6GHz setup obtained under different bandwidth and
distance configurations. The results show that measurement
error depends only on the sample length ts (i.e., system bandwidth), but is independent of the distances between devices.
The shorter sample length ts (i.e., higher system bandwidth)
achieves better precision, e.g., for ts ≈ 10 ns, the error is below
3m. For the 400 MHz bandwidth mm-wave setup, the achieved
precision is 60 cm. These numbers are in line with what
3GPP expects to be attained by ranging techniques operating
in the 5G spectrum [1]. When performing two-way ranging,
2 · n = 40 symbols are exchanged. Thus, if symbol lengths
of 16.67µs (sub-6GHz) and 2.08µs (mm-wave) are used, the
entire ranging operation can be completed in 667µs or 83µs,
respectively.

C. Security Evaluation
Distance Reduction Attack: V-Range is secure against ED/LC
distance reduction attacks due to short effective symbol length
(Section V). In our setup, energy is aggregated within 10 ns
(sub-6GHz) and 2 ns (mm-wave). Therefore, the maximum
distance an attacker can reduce by performing ED/LC is less
than 3 m and 60 cm, respectively. Alternatively, the attacker
can guess symbols with a guessing error below SERSignal .
Distance Enlargement Attack: The distance enlargement attack’s success depends on the attacker’s ability to prevent the
legitimate signal’s detection by annihilation or overshadowing.
In both attack scenarios, the attacker’s signal overlaps the legitimate signal; the samples constructed at the receiver contain
both the legitimate and attack signals. To validate the need for
integrity checker modules, we ran 100,000 ranging operations
while simulating signal annihilation and overshadow attacks.
We did not observe receiver saturation even when the attack
signal for symbol overshadowing is 20 dB stronger than the
legitimate signal, which validates the use of the receiver’s
dynamic range as threshold Tmax .

Effect of VN oise : The signal integrity checker module monitors
the received signal’s power levels and raises the alarm if the
variance is higher than VN oise . We evaluate the probability of
a legitimate signal getting discarded as an attack in Table I.
We observe that 4-QAM and 16-QAM signals have a low
probability of triggering false alarm, but 64-QAM signals have
a high probability of getting identified as an attack signal for
n = 20. The reason is that 64-QAM sends these symbols with
ten different power levels, and the sample size representing
each transmit power is small. The low sample size leads
to imprecise variance estimation. However, the 64-QAM’s
performance improves for n = 100, and therefore we conclude
that lower modulation schemes should be used when sending
fewer symbols.

The data integrity checker alone does not detect annihilation and overshadow attacks as the symbol error is either
too high (annihilation attack) or too low (overshadowing
attack)(Fig 15). The signal’s symbol error > SERN oise in
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TABLE III.

OFDM

0.8

ATTACK DETECTION USING INTEGRITY CHECK .

0.6

Legitimate Signal
Attacker Signal

0.6

SNR [dB]

4

6

8

4

6

8

4-QAM
16-QAM
64-QAM

0.835
0.942
0.992

1
1
0.999

1
1
1

1
1
0.998

1
1
0.997

1
1
1

BER
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BER
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0.4
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0.4
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an annihilation attack. If the receiver only checks data correctness, the legitimate signal will be discarded as noise and
the attacker’s signal will be used for distance estimation. In
an overshadow attack, the overshadowed signal is a delayed
and amplified version of the legitimate signal and resembles
the legitimate signal (symbol error < SERSignal . Therefore,
the receiver will use this delayed attack signal for distance
estimation.

20
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80

100

Carrier frequency mismatch (KHz)

Fig. 17.
OFDM and short symbols’ vulnerability to carrier frequency
mismatch. The attack signal arriving after a delay δ with the correct data
is used for the distance measurement and the legitimate signal is discarded as
noise due to higher BER.

thresholds TN oise and Tmax with changing scenarios. A conservative choice of TN oise is always better, as it would trigger
the integrity checks for noise, but the receiver would not miss
the legitimate signal. Similarly, Tmax should be lower than the
receiver saturation.

However, the signal’s physical layer properties are changed
when attacker manipulates the legitimate signal’s data and is
detected by the signal integrity checker. The signal integrity
checker results are shown in Table III. We observe that
an annihilation or overshadow attack is detected with high
probability (4 · 10−5 false negative rate) at SNR 8 dB. The
attack detection probability of the annihilation attack is lower
for the low SNR condition.

Carrier Frequency Offset Attack: We also analyze carrier
frequency offset attack (Section III-C) using MATLAB’s 5G
toolbox on the 4-QAM modulated symbols. The designs under
test are OFDM, OFDM shortened symbol with conventional
receiver design where OFDM modulated reference signal is
used for offset estimation, and V-Range design with the short
symbol and integrity checks. We use the simulation to control
the legitimate and attacker signal’s frequency offset. All three
configurations have no bit errors in the absence of an attacker. However, when the reference signals are overshadowed
(attacker’s signal power is 5 dB > the legitimate signal)
with different offset signals, the receiver’s offset estimation
is incorrect. Both OFDM and shortened OFDM symbols are
vulnerable to offset attacks resulting in higher bit error rate
(BER) (Fig 17). The attacker signal that arrives at the receiver
with a 100 ns delay bears the correct data; therefore, the
receiver uses this signal for distance estimation. The attack

D. Simulating V-Range in urban scenario
Due to the lack of permission to perform experiments in the
open areas. we uses simulations to validate the feasibility of VRange under different channel conditions. In order to emulate
real-world channel conditions, we use MATLAB LTE Toolbox
to model the channel scenarios defined in 3GPP TS 36.104 for
cellular communication. These channel models are widely used
to test the performance of cellular communication systems. We
have carefully selected a very representative radio-frequency
environment and channel profile that captures most of the
intricacies of the wireless channel in an urban area and under
moving scenarios, the model generate Rayleigh fading channel
with changing delays and doppler shift.
The results show that varying channel conditions have an
insignificant effect on the variance (Fig 16a) when all VRange symbols are transmitted within the channel’s coherence
time (i.e., all short symbols are affected equally by the multipath components). Therefore, it is possible to determine the
variance threshold VN oise in advance to differentiate between
legitimate and attack signals. When transmission time is longer
than coherence time, we see an increase in variance (Fig 16b).
The signal SNR is different under different simulated channels.
However, the receiver does not need to change its power
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V-Range Data Integrity
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15
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Fig. 18. The bit/symbol error increases as legitimate and attack signals arrive
with different carrier frequency offset, . However, the signal integrity checker
detects the signal’s distortion.
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TABLE IV.

PRS TIME - OF - ARRIVAL MANIPULATION SUCCESS RATE .

Attack/Legitimate [dB]

0

3

6

9

12

15

α = 5 µs (1500 m)
α = 15 µs (4500 m)

0
0

0.93
0.89

1
1

1
0.99

1
1

0.3
0.21

δ = 5 µs (1500 m)
δ = 15 µs (4500 m)

0
0.01

1
0.9

1
1

1
1

1
1

0.11
0.2

VII.

D ISCUSSION

Compatibility with LTE, WiFi, and UWB: WiFi and LTE
could adopt a design similar to V-Range, but these technologies
have certain limitations such as allocated system bandwidth,
access control, and receiver design. The system bandwidth in
LTE limits the security guarantees, i.e., longer ts . V-Range
uses the dynamic frame structure provided by 5G; LTE uses a
rigid resource grid and does not allow frame aggregation and
direct device-to-device communication.

on OFDM and shortened OFDM symbols only differ in the
sense that attack signal overlaps with the legitimate signal in
OFDM as symbol duration is longer than the delay, and does
not overlap in the short OFDM symbol. Therefore, OFDM
symbols have incorrect data even when the offset is small.

Currently, there are efforts to design a secure ranging system for the WiFi 801.11az standard [55]. 802.11az will support
a higher system bandwidth (up to 160 MHz) than its preceding
WiFi standards and thus could support V-Range. However,
WiFi’s carrier-sense multiple access allocation mechanism
brings a series of challenges that could result in increased false
positives (noise due to packet collision) and higher latency
(longer packet length, random backoff time).

The attack signal should fall over the legitimate signal to
prevent its detection at the receiver. The legitimate and attack
signals’ arrival with different carrier frequency offsets inhibits
the detection of the legitimate signal (higher BER)(Fig 18).
Due to the signal integrity checker, V-Range does not discard
such a signal as noise but detects an increase in variance
thereby exposing the attack.

UWB pulses enable short symbols and this feature heavily
motivated the V-Range design. In fact, V-Range’s physical
layer follows the single-pulse bit sequences concept similar
to the low-repetition-pulses in the 802.15.4z, but with extra
checks and a verification function to detect distance enlargement attacks. Also, UWB and 5G serve entirely different
purposes with different underlying architectures. Even though
there are a few secure UWB-based ToF ranging systems, they
are not sufficient to fulfill all upcoming use cases. V-Range, on
the other hand, shows how to use standard modulation schemes
for ranging and performs secure ranging using coherent 5G
receivers. Coherent receivers bring their own set of pros
and cons, e.g., the high-order modulation mitigates guessing
attacks but receivers are susceptible to carrier-frequency offset
attacks if not handled explicitly.

E. Showcasing arrival time manipulation of PRS signals
We show PRS arrival time manipulation attack against
an LTE/5G system, discussed in Section III-D, using MATLAB LTE toolbox and USRPs. To realize the PRS enabled
ToA estimation, we generated a resource grid containing
Primary and Secondary Synchronization signals (PSS, SSS),
cell-specific reference signals, and PRS using the example
provided by the MATLAB [54]. We transmit this signal using
USRP at the sampling rate of 3.84 MHz, using the reference
measured channel (RMC) 5 configuration. Another USRP
receives the signal to acquire cell-related information, such
as cell identity and ToA estimation. The attacker has all the
necessary information for PRS generation and transmits the
PRS signal in advance by α or delay δ duration. At the receiver,
we check the reference signal received quality (RSRQ) and
the cell-related data’s correctness. The attack is considered
successful if both RSRQ and cell data are correct and the
estimated ToA matches the time offset intended by the attacker.
The probability of the attack success is shown in Table IV.
By symbol overshadowing attack, an attacker succeeded in
distance reduction and enlargement by 1500 m (for α and δ
of 5 µs) and 4500 m (15 µs) for LTE signal transmitted at the
sampling rate of 3.84 MHz. Since this setup is used only for
ToA estimation, we can perform testing with nearby devices.
Such attacks are not possible on the V-Range symbols due
to shorter effective symbol duration and integrity checks. We
show that the attack can manipulate the arrival time estimation
without manipulating other references or data that the receiver
needs for cell detection. The probability of attack success
reduces if an attacker uses very low or high transmit power,
as the received signal does not fit the reference signal received
quality (RSRQ) check. To position a user device at the intended
location, the attacker needs to repeat this attack for all base
stations in the communication range. The attack we present
here achieves a very high success rate and represents the bestcase scenario. In the real settings, an attacker would need to
use accurate offsets for the base station signals to position the
user at the intended location, as in the GPS spoofing.

Practical Implications of V-Range As stated by the receiver
design, V-Range’s performance is limited by the channel’s
hardware clock inaccuracies and coherence time. Currently,
V-Range uses brute-search for CFO estimation,increasing processing overhead at the receiver. However, it does not limit
the ranging performance of the system. As shown in the
appendix IX-D, the higher clock synchronization error can
limits the maximum number of symbols we can send due to
sampling rate mismatch. However, for the clock accuracy of
.1 ppm (recommended for V2X scenarios), the sampling rate
mismatch between the first and 20th symbols is ≈ 10−1 ns,
insufficient to increase ranging error.
Another aspect of using the V-Range system is carefully
selecting modulation schemes, no. of symbols per ranging
message, and various detection thresholds. We have found
the parameters that work best for our experimental setup —
some of the values like TN oise may differ for each receiver.
Similarly, we need to choose the number of symbols and
the modulation based on the application requirements. The
coherence time depends on the relative velocity of the device
measuring distance. If devices are static (or move with a
very low speed), we can use more symbols with high order
modulation. Arbitrarily choosing the number of symbols and
modulation scheme is not feasible when the devices are
moving, as shown by simulations of the urban channel in
Section VI-D (and appendix IX-D). Transmitting 20 symbols
with 4-QAM provides performant and secure ranging systems
14

V-Range can be readily deployed over existing 5G standards
to achieve high precision ranging on both mm-wave and
sub-6GHz frequency bands. We demonstrated that V-Range
detected distance manipulation attack with a false negative rate
of ≈ 10−5 .

for use-cases supported by 5G-NR, including V2X.
Practical challenges in the deployment of V-RANGE Although V-Range provides a secure ranging technique for 5GNR, we need infrastructure and frameworks to enable secure
positioning. In order to realize V-Range implementation, we
need to update the firmware of existing 5G transceivers and
need infrastructure that is optimized for positioning applications. We also need to identify frameworks for key exchange,
scheduling, etc.. The frameworks may differ for use-cases
as they demand different positioning accuracy, latency, and
security guarantees. Some architectures, like SEAL for V2X,
are under discussion; the overhead of using them to enable
ranging and positioning is unclear.
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Sk = Sort(P ower(Sk ));
B = {Sk (1)};
N umBins = 1 ;
for j=2 to N do S
if (var(B S
Sk (j)) < VN oise ) then
B = B Sk (j)
else
B = {Sk (j)} ;
N umBins + + ;
end
end
if N umBins > P then
Abort Ranging
else
Check data integrity
end

A PPENDIX
TABLE V.

Tsym
ts
N̂
∆, CFO
TN oise
Tmax
BER
SER
SERN oise
SERSignal
VN oise
si (t)

PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES

Symbol duration
Sample duration
FFT size
Carrier Frequency Offset
Noise Threshold
Maximum acceptable power
Bit error rate
Symbol error rate
Symbol error in noise
Allowed symbol errors
Receiver’s noise variance
tth sample of ith OFDM symbol

Algorithm 1: Signal-integrity check
TABLE VI.
T HE PROBABILITY OF ANNIHILATION AND
OVERSHADOWING ATTACK DETECTION USING INTEGRITY- CHECK
WITHOUT PRE - SHARED DATA .

A. ED/LC attack on V-Range Symbol

Annihilation

If used with an FFT-based OFDM receiver, the V-Range
symbols are vulnerable to distance reduction by ED/LC. As
shown in Fig 20, an attacker can send a late commit signal to
achieve an advancement of α = 3 samples, which translates to
9 m distance reduction for the system bandwidth of 100 M Hz
(a lower bandwidth leads to even greater distance reduction).
After observing sample s(0) from the legitimate transmitter, an
attacker can define late commit signal for t = [1 N̂ − α − 1]
as

if t = 4, 8, 12, ..
s(0),
s0 (t) = −s(0), if t = 1, 5, 9, ..

0,
otherwise

Overshadowing

SNR [dB]

4

6

8

4

6

8

4-QAM
16-QAM
64-QAM

0.82
0.94
0.0002

1
0.98
0.0003

1
0.99
0.069

1
0.97
0.65

1
0.99
0.69

1
0.99
0.71

power levels expected (e.g., three power levels in 16-QAM).
In short, the set Sk passes signal integrity check if samples in
set Sk can be clustered into P clusters, and each cluster has
variance less than VN oise . For example, by using algorithm 1,
which optimize the number of bins, where the variance of each
bin should be less than VN oise
As shown in Table VI, the attack detection probability of
this approach is similar to the approach with pre-shared data
for 4-QAM and 16-QAM (4-QAM has only one power level).
However, this algorithm does not perform well for the 64QAM; the number of bins to samples ratio is too small, i.e.,
64-QAM has up to 10 bins for assigning 20 samples.

The bit error depends largely on the FFT size (N̂ ), as shown
in Fig 19. This is one example strategy an attacker can
implement for a late commit attack. Better strategies, e.g., to
target particular modulation schemes and FFT window sizes
are considered future work.

C. Data Detection

0

10

4-QAM
16-QAM
64-QAM

The use of reference signals for frequency offset correction
is vulnerable to distance manipulation. Therefore, V-Range
does not rely on carrier-frequency estimation during ranging,
i.e., the ranging signal has to cope with a certain residual
frequency. The frequency offset effect manifests itself in a
rotation of the constellation diagram, as shown in Fig 21a.
Although the clock inaccuracy transmitter and receiver experience at a particular time cannot be predetermined, the
devices can still estimate the maximum clock inaccuracy
(i.e., maximum carrier frequency offset) they can experience.
There are several viable approaches to correct frequency and
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Energy aggregated on one sample

Fig. 19. Bit error when attacker perform late commit attack on the V-Range
OFDM symbol, and attack signal is procesed by FFT-based receiver.
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B. Signal Integrity Check

Received Signal:

Suppose ranging data is not pre-shared between entities, as
in some classes of distance bounding protocols. Consequently,
the receiver needs to perform the signal-integrity check without
any knowledge of the expected data sequence. The attacker
can check messages’ integrity using the maximum number of
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Fig. 20. An example of the ED/LC attack on the V-Range symbol when a
receiver performs FFT for data detection.
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Fig. 23. Special OFDM ranging symbols for different subcarrier configurations. Second and third instantiation have higher system bandwidth and thus
the lobe is shorter. For the shorter symbols (second and third form above), a
multi-path component can be seen.

Fig. 21.
The residual frequency creates imbalance in the in-phase and
quadrature components of the signal.
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Fig. 22. a) By correcting both frequency and phase offset, the device can
exchange more symbols for ranging
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phase offset. For example, the receiver can brute force the
constellation to recover the correct data. However, if the first
and last symbol of the ranging slot has a relative rotation of
less than a certain , no exhaustive search for the frequency
offset is needed. Fig 21b shows the constellation representation of the symbols transmitted in time Tof f . The length
Tof f = /(2π∆max ), where ∆max is maximum frequency
offset between the devices and  is acceptable relative rotation.
As Fig 21c shows, the correct phase offset (θ) yields the correct
symbols. The value of  and θ depends on the modulation
scheme and results in the different symbol error rates [56].
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Fig. 24. The total length of the signal recoverable at the receiver for the
secure distance measurements depends on the hardware capabilities (frequency
offset) and channel conditions (coherence time)

is compensated by the shorter symbol durationTSym , as shown
in Fig 24a.

The range to exhaustively search depends on the clock error
and modulation scheme, respectively. As shown in Fig 22a, by
correcting both frequency and phase offset, we can tolerate a
longer sequence of symbols. The symbol error rate depends
on channel conditions (i.e., SNR) and modulation scheme.
Results are shown for SNR of 8 dB; 16-QAM exhibits a
higher symbol error than 4-QAM, as it has more constellation
points. As Fig 22 the phase offset correction is compulsory
for data detection, but frequency offset correction can be
made redundant when using only a few symbols and a (very)
accurate clocks, such as those specified for 5G-based vehicular
networks and critical systems).

The frequency offset also leads to the sampling rate mismatch between devices, which can translate into bit error as
well as distance manipulation. However, the mismatch between
the first and the last symbol should be more than ts /2 to have
any considerable effect. As shown in Fig 24b, the mismatch
in the first and last sample of 20 symbols is less than 10−2 ns
for the clock accuracy of .01 ppm (critical).
Another factor that affects the ranging duration is the
channel coherence time. A channel’s coherence time is the time
duration for which the channel conditions remain relatively
constant. Fig 24c show coherence time for different velocity. It
is important to send V-Range symbols within coherence time to
check physical layer integrity, i.e., detect distance enlargement
attacks using variance check. Thus, the V-Range slot duration
should be bounded by clock offset inaccuracies and available
channel conditions (coherence time).

D. Ranging Duration
OFDM systems are sensitive to carrier frequency offsets
as it results in phase rotation of the received symbols and,
therefore, potentially incorrect decoding of the data. Typically,
offset is corrected using fixed preambles or pilot sub-carriers.
As we have already seen, the use of any fixed reference
signals introduces the possibility for an adversary to spoof
the reference signals and manipulate the distance. If the
optimization technique addresses this challenge by limiting
the symbol duration and the ranging duration, the offset is
minimized. The offset is higher in the mm-wave (i.e., higher
center frequency), so the value of  increases faster. However, it
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